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Introduction 

The film advertising performing animation Subscribe to provide dazzling for products 

offered in the traditional manner depending on the method of presentation, Traditional 

advertising (Live) depends on the human element is the actor who offers the product, 

and therefore the film advertising animation is also used component of performer, But 

decree element of adoption configured on the convergence of lines and give the 

property and the laws of motion, which depends on the line and the spaces and the 

blocks and give these spaces special colors depending on the event and the 

psychology of personal and property location, when creating a artist of film 

advertising depends on research in various aspects of those characters depending on 

their role written in the scenario, and those fonts and colors that are adapted are 

subject to personal design and backgrounds to the artist's vision and his world and the 

private. 

Before talking about the characters and their dimensions and meaning of personal 

movement dramatic in film advertising, must be mentioned the important elements in 

configuration that help by giving the desired meaning, as a means graphical contain 

elements of sensory have a great effect in the dramatic and plastic and semantic 

values in the events of the Declaration which important lines in the personal design or 

backgrounds design as well as colors and light and the movements of the camera and 

also various snap  conditions. 

Elements means for Declaration films executed style animation which give some 

visual Overtones to attract attention to the significance, they are a visual tone reflects 

human feeling toward the ambiguous forces that include his emotions and feelings. 

The artist loves his felt from the beauty of the nature in generally and the nature of the 

special things to create in him a charge of art Orientate his creative energy to ability 

on the formation of what he sees in the reality and the imagination of the relations 

between the blocks and the space to be able to give us an art fanciest expressed, and 

no matter how different elements of the lines and varied the forms, we found that its 

function is not limited to the creation of different forms, but to create a kind of art 

which is on the way to convince the consumer to the product advertised. 
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And regulating relations between elements within the space works to guide the eye 

receiving to career objective or the so-called tide meaning dramatic, artistic 

performance depends on the right of employment in the construction elements and 

their distributions within the configuration, as well as clarify the configuration 

elements and their relationship to the foundations of artistic composition as balance 

and spaces between the blanks. 

The study of the composition scenes elements puts the responsibility animation artist 

because it has some of the considerations of the utmost importance in the artwork 

because it occur exciting sensations and dramatic effect and movement effect and is 

also reflected in the semantics of psychological and physiological and other 

dimensions and innovative concepts and creative. 

Problem of research  

- Research problem summarized to apply all the constituent artistry  elements of 

scenes of animation declaration of Semantic expression realistically convey the effect 

to the receiver. 

Aim of the research 

- Animated ads contain some elements that contain aesthetic values that is utilized in 

the study of the technical elements in the animation ads. 

- Study the implications of the technical elements in the animation ads 

- Study of the aesthetic values of the technical elements in the animation ads. 

Curriculum 

Researcher uses analytical descriptive Curriculum to put forward examples to analyze 

some of the scenes in the animated ads and described the semantic artistic element at 

image. 

Hypothesis of Research  

Semantic role of the elements is the scenes of animated ads and transfer of meaning 

for the recipient. 
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Results 

- Regulating relations between elements within the scenes of animated ads that it is 

running on orientation eye of receiver for career objective or the so-called dramatic 

meaning. 

Recommendations 

- Attention to the elements of scenes animated ads as aesthetic and functional value 

based on accurate scientific study to get to the dramatic meaning. 

Interesting artists of the Egyptian animation of study meanings in the design of the 

elements of composition scenes animated ads. 

Conclusion 

The basic objective is how to employ the technical elements to work is 

characterized by creativity and reflects through aesthetic and functional value 

and emotional energy through those scenes which translates thus many row 

serial pictures to invisible visualize are feeling it, and therefore there is 

curriculum regulation between landscape elements throughout the event. 

It depends animated films on the visual expression through a decree element 

adopted configured on the convergence of lines and give the property and the 

laws of motion, which depends on the line as well as spaces and blocs and to give 

these spaces colors especially depending on psychology of the event and the 

property location. 

Although different elements and varied shapes, their function not limited to the 

creation of different forms, but to create specific meanings and constructivism 

qualities.  

As the relations that describe the characters changed over the events of the film 

not only visually, but as a conscious and emotionally case throughout the scene 

events, there are some considerations to be taken into account in design 

characters and their dimensions to ensure the credibility stemming them by 

analyzing (dimensions psychological) and its physical (physiological) Social  
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status (sociological ) and their relationship to others and surrounding and their 

interactions in conjunction with the time and therefore with the escalation of a 

dramatic event and sensory growth for the life of this character, which works to 

achieve balance and rhythm and a sense of excitement of dramatic and kinetic 

meaning. 

The analysis of tendencies and emotions of characters that adds the amount of 

credibility, which have the ability to interact with the receiver, as well as from 

previous tendencies analysis depends kinetic expression because character need 

movement to addition condition mood and mental as stimulate and anticipation 

and tension and that will add items excitement. 

This requires scientific study of characters, backgrounds and colors and the 

choice color to express the psychology of the place and the characters, and it 

helps to create a sense of spatial relationship of the character and spatial general 

framework in which existing.  

The function of the artist backgrounds are reconciled between the lines and some 

of them because they symbolize the wishes and psychological meanings of 

conflicting work on innovation of forma unit comprising the elements associated 

with the portions career sense. 

There is thus a strong relationship combines the characters and the environment 

and its factors influencing the clothing is worn by the character, which have a 

major role in helping the psychological analysis of character.  

As well as the diversity in the size of the Snapshots and stills to develop a 

relationship Snapshots to each other in a way that allows dramatic narrative 

meaning smoothly and effectively may snapshot size of the same scene be a 

decree from different angles and dimensions, angle of camera constantly vary 

within the same scene, but without confusion recipient. 

If we dealt with the audio component, we will find that the sound bar include 

beneath other elements if they met and united with visual elements, audio 

Elements is not a sound is audible but the psychological effect that leave it audio 

element within us as a sensory image, not audio. 
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Movie soundtrack has pulled out of his silence, which helped to embody the 

event through its quality and its relations and absence (Silence) within the scene, 

we can create a psychological situation is required within the scene and focus 

attention on the event and the development of elements of the thrill and 

excitement by voice because it should their presence inside the scenes of 

animated films. 
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